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Microwave spectra of dinitrotoluene isomers: a new step towards
the detection of explosive vapors †

Mhamad Chrayteh,∗a Pascal Dréan,b Manuel Goubet,b Laurent H. Coudert,c Anthony
Roucou,a and Arnaud Cuisset∗a

The spectroscopic characterization of explosives taggants used for TNT detection is a research topic
of growing interest. We present a gas-phase rotational spectroscopic study of weakly volatile dinitro-
toluenes (DNT) isomers. The pure rotational spectra of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT were recorded in the
microwave range (2–20 GHz) using a Fabry-Perot Fourier-transform microwave (FP-FTMW) spec-
trometer coupled to a pulsed supersonic jet. Rotational transitions are split by hyperfine quadrupole
coupling at the two 14N nuclei leading to up to 9 hyperfine components. The spectral analysis was
supported by quantum chemical calculations carried out at the B98/cc-pVTZ and MP2/cc-pVTZ
levels of theory. The methyl group internal rotation barriers were calculated to be V3 = 515cm−1

and 698 cm−1 for respectively 2,4- and 2,6-DNT. Although no splitting due to internal rotation was
observed for 2,6-DNT, several splittings were observed for 2,4-DNT. The microwave spectrum of
both species were fitted using a semi-rigid Hamiltonian accounting for the quadrupole coupling hy-
perfine structure. Based on the internal axis method (IAM), an additional analysis was performed
to retrieve an accurate value of the rotationless A-E tunneling splitting which could be extracted
from the rotational dependence of the tunneling splitting. This yielded in the case of 2,4-DNT to an
experimental value of 525 cm−1 for the barrier height V3 which agrees well with the DFT value. The
coupled internal rotations of −CH3 and −NO2 is investigated in terms of 2-D surfaces, as already
done in the case of 2-nitrotoluene [Roucou et al., Chem. Phys. Chem., 2020, 21, 2523–2538].

1 Introduction
The detection and characterization of explosives, of their tag-
gants, or of their degradation products is a topic of crucial im-
portance for public safety. It undoubtedly plays a key role in
airports protection against terrorist attacks. It is also important
for luggage screening and bombing scene investigations. With
a sample of the explosive or of the post-blast debris, analytical
tools like liquid or gas chromatography coupled to mass spec-
trometry or vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy can be used1,2 for
chemical analysis. Laser induced photoacoustic spectroscopy can
be optimized in order to identify trace compounds of explosive
materials deposited on surfaces.3 Low resolution absorption ter-
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ahertz (THz) spectroscopy is also a technique that can be used to
identify explosives in condensed phase that possess specific spec-
tral signatures in this spectral domain.4 It was successfully ap-
plied to the detection of ammonium nitrate, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT) and its degradation product 2,4-dinitrotoluene, 1,3,5,7-
tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane (HMX), cyclo-1,3,5-trimethylene-
2,4,6-trinitramine (also known as cyclonite, hexogen, T4, or
RDX), 1,3-dinitrato-2,2-bis(nitratomethyl)-propane (PETN), and
2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (DMNB).5

Unlike the techniques outlined in the previous paragraph, used
for chemical analysis, there also exist many techniques devel-
oped for detection of gas phase explosives or their related com-
pounds. They aim at overcoming the very low vapor pressure
of these species at room temperature. One of the most power-
ful method is ion mobility spectrometry.6–8 It consists in ionizing
(using X-ray, laser or high voltage discharge) a gaseous sample
of contaminated air collected near a source, for instance a lug-
gage containing explosives. The ionized molecules are then sep-
arated by their mobility difference when subject to the electric
field. High-resolution spectroscopic techniques also turn out to
be very effective for gas phase explosive detection, the reader is
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referred to Ref. 9 for a review. At least two challenges need to be
addressed: the detection limit should be better than 1 ppb and
the discriminating power should allow to unambiguously identify
chemical species despite of similar properties. Such a high sensi-
tivity is required due to the very low vapor pressure that classi-
cal explosives such as cyclo-1,3,5-trimethylene-2,4,6-trinitramine
or the nitroaromatic explosive trinitrotoluene (TNT) exhibit at
room temperature (e.g. ≈ 2.7×10−4 mbar for TNT).10 Alterna-
tively, spectroscopic techniques can be applied to the detection
of explosive taggants which are intentionally added to explosives
or found as impurities due to the manufacturing process or the
degradation. For instance, a sample of TNT contains mononi-
troluenes (NT) and dinitrotoluenes (DNT) that are more volatile
than TNT and can be targeted to detect this species. For this pur-
pose, Two types of spectroscopic techniques are available. Laser-
based techniques have been widely used and rely on the exten-
sive results available about nitroaromatics. In 2006, Pushkarsky
et al. 10 claimed that they could detect TNT at levels as low as
0.1 ppb using quantum cascade laser-based photoacoustic spec-
troscopy around 7.3 µm. However, unknown impurities absorbing
in the same wavelength region may skew the detection results. In
2010, Snels et al. 11 recorded the gas phase spectra of 2,4-DNT,
2,6-DNT, and TNT using a cw cavity ringdown spectrometer op-
erating in the 1560–1680 nm wavelengths range and heating the
compounds at 150 ◦C. Absorption peaks with an full width at
half maximum (FWHM) close to 15 nm were observed for each
species at 1644, 1562 and 1640 nm. Although the resolution of the
technique allowed the three compounds to be discriminated, its
sensitivity was too low to detect them at room temperature.

High resolution rotational and rovibrational spectroscopy, from
the microwave to the THz domains, is a powerful technique
able to discriminate molecular polar compounds with very close
geometries such as isotopologues,12 isomers,13 and conform-
ers.14,15 With such a technique, the gas phase monitoring of
volatile or semi-volatile organic compounds at trace levels be-
comes feasible in realistic environments of complex chemical mix-
tures. Recently, the rotational spectra of the meta-, ortho-, and
para-nitrotoluenes were investigated13,16 using millimeter wave
spectroscopy. Line splittings due to the methyl group internal ro-
tation were observed for the three isomers. Additional splittings
attributed to the nitro group internal rotation were also observed
for some transitions. Fewer results are available about larger ni-
troaromatics such as 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT. Foltynowicz et al.17

reported the first known gas phase rotational spectrum of 2,4-
DNT measured at room temperature by THz time domain spec-
troscopy. Unfortunately, resolution and sensitivity were insuffi-
cient to produce the necessary rotational linelist required for an
unambiguous monitoring of the TNT taggant.

The microwave spectra of these two species were recorded with
an Fabry-Perot Fourier Transform MicroWave (FP-FTMW) spec-
trometer coupled to a pulsed supersonic jet and line frequency
analyses were carried out. The spectroscopic parameters thus de-
termined include the rotational and distortion constants as well
as effective nuclear quadrupole coupling constants describing the
hyperfine splittings arising from the two 14N nuclei. In the case
of 2,4-DNT, small torsional splittings were also observed and ac-

counted for using an effective approach allowing us to determine
V3 , the height of the three fold potential barrier hindering the
methyl group internal rotation. In order to confirm the assign-
ment of the rotational spectra in terms of isomeric species, the ro-
tational and centrifugal distortion spectroscopic parameters were
compared with their theoretical values using calculations carried
out in this work at the B98/cc-pVTZ and MP2/cc-pVTZ levels of
theory. A qualitative explanation of the changes in the V3 value
when going from 2-NT to 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT is provided uti-
lizing their molecular electrostatic potential. Finally, a numerical
determination of V3 is performed for the two latter species based
on their potential energy surface computed using quantum chem-
ical calculations and parameterized in terms of the methyl and
nitro groups dihedral angles.

2 Theory

2.1 Optimized geometries and potential energy functions

Quantum chemical calculations were performed in this investi-
gation using the Gaussian 16 rev. B.01 software18 implemented
in the High-Performance Computing Linux cluster of the PhLAM
laboratory. Geometry optimization of both DNT isomers were
carried out using the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory to sec-
ond order (MP2)19 and density functional theory (B98)20 com-
bined with triple-correlation-consistent polarized valence basis
sets (cc-pVTZ).21 The tight convergence option was utilized. The
optimized geometries of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT are respectively
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The quartic centrifugal distortion con-
stants in the harmonic approximation were estimated for these
optimized geometry.

The torsional energy functions of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT are in-
vestigated at the B98/cc-pVTZ level of theory in Section 4.3. For
the simpler case of 2,4-DNT, a potential energy function was com-
puted as a function of the dihedral angle α = 6 C2C1C7H4 which,
as emphasized in Fig. 1, parameterizes the internal rotation of
the methyl group. The potential energy function retrieved dis-
plays three-fold symmetry and three equivalent minima at α=0,
120, and 240◦. The height of the torsional barrier between each
minimum V3 was calculated to be 515 cm−1 in Section 4.3.1.

As stressed in Section 4.3, treating the more complicated
case of 2,6-DNT requires allowing for the fact that both −NO2
groups can also undergo internal rotation; the value retrieved by
Larsen 22 for the two fold barrier hindering the internal rotation
of the single nitro group in nitrobenzene is only 1570(170) cm−1.
The strong coupling between the −NO2 and −CH3 groups should
also be taken into account. It can be understood qualitatively
in terms of steric hindrance as the two −NO2 moieties, on both
sides of the methyl group, are in close proximity to that group.
A detailed numerical evaluation of the 2,6-DNT torsional barrier,
taking into account the strong coupling between nitro and methyl
groups, is presented in Section 4.3.2.

In order to understand qualitatively how steric hindrance ef-
fects alter the potential energy surface (PES) of 2,6-DNT, a 2-D
potential energy surface was computed using chemical intuition
and symmetry considerations. This surface is computed in the
weak and strong steric hindrance limiting cases and parameter-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1 2,4-DNT geometry optimized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory in the abc principal axis system. (a) Tilted view showing the out-of-plane
−NO2 group and (b) View with the ab plane perpendicular to the figure plane.

(a) (b)

Figure 2 2,6-DNT geometry optimized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory in the abc principal axis system. (a) Tilted view showing the out-of-plane
−NO2 group and (b) View with the ab plane perpendicular to the figure plane.

ized in terms of the internal rotation angle α, defined as for 2,4-
DNT, and of the torsional angles of the two −NO2 groups: τ1 and
τ2, respectively defined as the dihedral angles 6 O1N1C2C1 and
6 O3N2C6C1, were assumed to have opposite sign so that the O1
and O3 oxygen atoms are always on the same side of the phenyl
ring plane. Fig. 3 depicts the qualitative surfaces for 0≤ α ≤ 360◦

and −90◦ ≤ τ1 ≤ 90◦. In the weak steric hindrance limiting case,
six equivalent minima at τ1 = 0 and α = (i−1)60◦, with i = 1 to 6,
arise along with 6 stationary points Si, with i = 1 to 6, character-
ized by τ1 = 7◦ (−7◦) when i is even (odd). The geometries of the
minima and stationary points are illustrated in Figs. S2 and S3 of
the ESI†. The molecular configuration at each minima displays
Cs symmetry with a symmetry plane containing the benzene ring.
As in toluene,23 the methyl group torsion is associated with a po-

tential energy function displaying 6 equivalent minima. In the
strong steric hindrance limiting case, six equivalent minima also
arise but are characterized by different values of α and τ1. For
τ1 = 90◦, α = 60, 180, and 300◦, and for τ1 = −90◦, α = 0, 120,
and 240◦. The molecular configuration at each minima still dis-
plays Cs symmetry but the symmetry plane is now perpendicular
to the benzene ring, like in the optimized geometry of Fig. 2. The
surface displays several stationary points that can be divided into
2 types. Stationary points Si, with i = 1 to 6, are characterized by
τ1 = 0, α =(i−1)60◦; stationary points Ti, with i= 1 to 6, are char-
acterized by a lower energy and τ1 = −80◦, α = 30+(i− 1)120◦,
for i = 1 to 3, and τ1 = 80◦, α = 90+(i− 4)120◦, for i = 4 to 6.
Stationary points Mi, with i = 1 to 6, are maxima characterized
by τ1 = 0, α = (i−1)60◦; stationary points Si, with i = 1 to 6, are
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Figure 3 Contour plot of a 2-dimensional function for the 2,6-DNT
isomer, qualitatively similar to the potential energy surface (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2), plotted as a function of α, the methyl group angle of internal
rotation, and of τ1 and τ2, the torsional angles of either −NO2 group. τ1
is constrained to be equal to −τ2. Minima are numbered 1 through 6.
Stationary points are labeled Si and Ti with 0≤ i≤ 6. Stationary points
are labeled Si and maxima Mi. In the upper (lower) panel steric hindrance
effects are assumed to be weak (strong). Contour drawn in blue (red)
correspond to low (high) energy values.

characterized by τ1 = −80◦, α = 30+(i− 1)120◦, for i = 1 to 3,
and τ1 = 80◦, α = 90+(i−4)120◦, for i = 4 to 6. The geometries
of the minima, maxima, and stationary points are illustrated in
Figs. S4 to S6 of the ESI†. In this strong steric hindrance limiting
case, the surface is consistent with two tunneling motions. The
first one, allowing us to connect minima 1 and 2, goes through
a T -type saddle point and corresponds to a 120◦ rotation of the
methyl group. The second one, allowing us to connect minima 1
and 4, has to overcome the barrier at M2 and corresponds to a 60◦

rotation of the methyl group. Since S-type stationary points are
lower in energy than M-type minima, the large amplitude motion
corresponding to the first tunneling path should be more feasible.

Fig. 3 emphasizes that internal rotation in 2,6-DNT should be
pictured as hindered rotation in a three fold potential. This re-
sult is numerically corroborated in Section 4.3.2 where the strong
coupling case three fold potential barrier height V3 was calculated
to be 698 cm−1.

2.2 Internal rotation modeling
The results presented in Sections 2.1 emphasize that both 2,4-
DNT and 2,6-DNT display a torsional motion hindered by a three-
fold symmetry potential. In this well known case, tunneling leads
to a splitting of the rotational levels into a non-degenerate A-type
and a doubly degenerate E-type sublevel.24

Using the barrier heights retrieved in Section 4.3, A-E torsional
splittings of 84 MHz and 19 MHz were deduced for 2,4-DNT and
2,6-DNT, respectively, solving the internal rotation problem for
these two molecules.25,26 These results are consistent with the

measurements since line splittings were only observed for 2,4-
DNT. The theoretical treatment presented below for this species
is an internal axis method (IAM) treatment,27,28 well suited in
the high-barrier limit, allowing us to compute its rotation-torsion
energy levels and to perform a line frequency analysis of its mi-
crowave transitions.

This IAM treatment turns out to be numerically more stable
than similar treatments designed to account for the internal ro-
tation of a methyl group and relying on the diagonalization of a
torsional Hamiltonian. Such approaches include those introduced
a long time ago by Herbst et al.,29 BELGI-Cs-hyperfine,30 and
XIAM.31 In the case of a small A-E splitting they require a very
large torsional basis set. In the previous investigation of Roucou
et al.,13 BELGI-Cs-hyperfine30 and XIAM31,32 failed to reproduce
the FTMW spectrum of mononitrotoluene with experimental ac-
curacy.

The IAM treatment has not been applied yet to the internal ro-
tation of a methyl group attached to a Cs-symmetry frame like
in 2,4-DNT. However, it has already been applied to many simi-
lar systems displaying hindered rotation such as ammonia dimer
where we have internal rotation of the two NH3 moieties,33 the
planar Ar−H +

3 ion where the axis of internal rotation is perpen-
dicular to the molecular plane,34 monodeuterated methyl for-
mate, exhibiting a torsional motion of an assymetrical CH2D
methyl group associated with a hindering potential with three
inequivalent minima,35 and the Ar−CH3F complex36 displaying
large amplitude bending and torsional motions.

The molecular model used for 2,4-DNT is based on the geome-
try in Fig. 1 and is illustrated in Fig. S1 of the ESI†. It consists of a
methyl group attached to a planar C6H3N2O4 frame contained in
the xz plane. The methyl group undergoes internal rotation about
a fixed axis. The internal rotation of the two NO2 groups is ig-
nored. The angle of internal rotation α is defined in Section 2.1.
The molecule fixed xyz axis system is attached to the molecule
using the Ir representation. 2,4-DNT displays three Cs symme-
try isoenergetic equilibrium configurations corresponding to the
three equivalent minima of the hindering potential. These equi-
librium configurations, identified by the integer n with 1≤ n≤ 3,
are characterized by their equilibrium value of the torsional an-
gle α

(n)
eq = 2π(n− 1)/3. When applying the IAM formalism,27,28

we are led to consider two symmetry groups. The first one is Cs,
the symmetry group of each equilibrium configuration, and the
second one is G6, isomorphic to C3v, the symmetry group to be
used for a molecule displaying internal rotation of a methyl group
attached to a Cs frame.37 In agreement with the IAM formalism,
reference wavefunctions are introduced for each equilibrium con-
figuration and expressed as:

ΨJKγ n = φn(α) · |JKγ〉 , (1)

where φn(α) is a vibrational function centered about α
(n)
eq and

|JKγ〉, with 0 ≤ K ≤ J and γ = ±1, is the Wang-type rotational
function defined in Eq. (12) of Coudert and Hougen.33 The Cs

rotational symmetry species of this function is A′ (A′′) when
γ(−1)J+K = +1 (−1). Since we are dealing with the ground tor-
sional state of 2,4-DNT, φ1(α) is an even function of α. The IAM
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formalism allows us to evaluate Hamiltonian matrix elements be-
tween any two reference wavefunctions of Eq. (1):

HJKγ m;JK′γ ′ n = 〈ΨJKγ m|H|ΨJK′γ ′ n〉 , (2)

where 1 ≤ m,n ≤ 3 and H is the rotation-tunneling Hamiltonian.
The 3 non-tunneling matrix elements with m = n correspond to
the rotational energy and are nonvanishing if both Cs rotational
symmetry species in Eq. (2) are the same:

HJKγ n;JK′γ ′ n = 〈JKγ|Hr|JK′γ ′〉 , (3)

where Hr is the rotational Hamiltonian of the equilibrium con-
figurations written using the Ir representation. The remaining
matrix elements in Eq. (2) are tunneling matrix elements. Using
symmetry considerations, we obtain:

HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 = HJKγ 2;JK′γ ′ 3 = HJKγ 3;JK′γ ′ 1 ,

HJKγ 2;JK′γ ′ 1 = HJKγ 3;JK′γ ′ 2 = HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 3 ,

HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 = γγ ′(−1)K+K′HJKγ 2;JK′γ ′ 1 .

(4)

These equations emphasize that all tunneling matrix elements
can be related to HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2. In agreement with the IAM ap-
proach,27,28 the rotational dependence of this tunneling matrix
element is parameterized by three Eulerian-type angles, denoted
χ2, θ2, and φ2, that are to be computed solving Eqs. (49) of
Hougen27 for the 1→ 2 tunneling path. The selected path pa-
rameterization is α(t) = 2π(t + 1)/6, with −1 ≤ t ≤ +1, ensuring
that t = −1 for equilibrium configuration 1 and t = +1 for equi-
librium configuration 2. This corresponds to a 2π/3 internal ro-
tation of the methyl group. Using the model illustrated in Fig. S1
of the ESI†, numerically solving Eqs. (49) of Hougen27 yields χ2

= 269.474◦, φ2 = 89.474◦, and θ2 = 0.165◦. A detailed discus-
sion about how these equations are solved is given in Section S1
of the ESI†. These numerical values depend on the model being
considered. Using a more sophisticated model where the internal
rotation of both NO2 groups is considered would lead to small
changes of these angles because the inertia moments of an NO2
group are smaller than those of the whole molecule. It can be
seen that the relation χ2 = φ2 +π holds and can be theoretically
substantiated. This relation and other results28 allow us to write
the tunneling matrix element as:

HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 = h2(−1)K [d(J)(θ2)K,K′ cos(K +K′)φ2

+ γ ′d(J)(θ2)K,−K′ cos(K−K′)φ2] ,
(5)

when both Cs rotational symmetry species are the same, and as:

HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 = ih2(−1)K [d(J)(θ2)K,K′ sin(K +K′)φ2

+ γ ′d(J)(θ2)K,−K′ sin(K−K′)φ2] ,
(6)

when both Cs rotational symmetry species are different. In these
two equations, h2 is a constant representing the vibrational in-
tegral in Eq. (5) of Coudert and Hougen.28 If either K or K′ is
zero, the matrix element of Eqs. (5) and (6) must be divided by
21/2. If K and K′ are both zero, a division by 2 is required. The
Hamiltonian matrix, setup using the reference basis functions of

Eq. (1), is a [3(2J + 1)]× [3(2J + 1)] matrix. It can be block di-
agonalized into 4 submatrices using symmetry-adapted vectors of
the reference wavefunctions. The matrix elements of each block
will be denoted H(Γ)JKγ;JK′γ ′ , where Γ is one of the G6 symmetry
species. The submatrices corresponding to the nondegenerate A1

and A2 symmetry species are of dimension (J + 1)× (J + 1) and
J× J for J even, and of dimension J× J and (J+1)× (J+1) for J
odd. Their matrix elements are given by:

H(Γ)JKγ;JK′γ ′ = 〈JKγ|Hr|JK′γ ′〉+2HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 , (7)

where both Cs rotational symmetry species are the same; Hr is the
rotational Hamiltonian introduced in Eq. (3); and HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 is
given in Eq. (5). The submatrix corresponding to the Ea com-
ponent of the doubly degenerate E symmetry species of G6 is of
dimension (2J+1)× (2J+1). Its matrix elements are given by:

H(Ea)JKγ;JK′γ ′ = 〈JKγ|Hr|JK′γ ′〉−HJKγ 1;JK′γ ′ 2 . (8)

The matrix elements on the right should be obtained using
Eqs. (3) and (5) when both Cs rotational symmetries are the
same and Eq. (6) when they are different. Approximate values of
the rotation-tunneling energy levels can be obtained neglecting
the angular momentum arising from the torsional motion. This
amounts to setting θ2 and φ2 to 0 and 90◦, respectively, so that
the rotation S−1(χ2,θ2,φ2) reduces to the identity matrix. With
these values, Eqs. (7) and (8) yield:

H(A1 or A2)JKγ;JK′γ ′ = 〈JKγ|Hr|JK′γ ′〉+2h2δK,K′δγ,γ ′ ,

H(Ea)JKγ;JK′γ ′ = 〈JKγ|Hr|JK′γ ′〉−h2δK,K′δγ,γ ′ .
(9)

These equations mean that the rotation-tunneling energy is just
the rigid-rotor energy plus a constant tunneling splitting.

The equivalent operator used for ∆J = 0 matrix elements of the
quadrupole coupling hyperfine Hamiltonian is written:38

HQ = eQ{∑
β ,γ

Jβ Jγ [q1
β ,γ F(I1,J)+q2

β ,γ F(I2,J)]} , (10)

where β ,γ run over the molecule-fixed axis system; the Jβ are ro-
tational angular momentum components; q1

β ,γ and q2
β ,γ are com-

ponents of the electric field gradient at nitrogen atoms N1 and N2;
I1 and I2 are their nuclear spin angular momentum; and F(I j,J)
is an operator corresponding to the Casimir function. The hyper-
fine Hamiltonian in this equation only has non-tunneling matrix
elements between two reference wavefunctions of Eq. (1) charac-
terized by the same value of n. The coupling scheme used for the
total nuclear spin rotational wavefunction is given in Section 4.1
and the relevant matrix elements in Robinson and Cornwell.39

3 Experimental setup
The pure rotational spectra of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT were
recorded in the microwave range (2–20 GHz) using an FP-FTMW
spectrometer coupled to a pulsed supersonic jet already de-
tailed elsewhere.40,41 Powder samples of 2,4-DNT (97% pu-
rity) and 2,6-DNT (98% purity) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used without further purification. About 0.2 g of DNT
were placed into the reservoir of an injector,42 heated at 423 K
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(Pvap=19.0 mbar and 9.2 mbar for 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT, respec-
tively43) and pressurized under 4 bar of neon used as buffer gas.
The gas mixture was injected into the cavity during a short open-
ing (800 µs) of a 1 mm internal diameter orifice (series 9 pulse
valve) at a repetition rate of 1 Hz to create a supersonic jet of
vibrationally and rotationally frozen molecules (Trot of a few K).
They were polarized by a 2 µs microwave pulse carrying an energy
adjusted to be close to the π/2 condition. A heterodyne detection
lowers the frequency of the free induction decays (FIDs) down to
30 MHz, further digitized by an acquisition device operating at a
sampling rate of 120 MHz. The spectrometer can be operated in
a scan mode: it is successively tuned to frequencies incremented
(or decremented) by 250 kHz. The portions of spectra recorded at
each frequency are then coadded to simulate a continuous scan
spectrum. In the precise measurement mode, the lines were dig-
itized over 65536 to 131072 points which led to a frequency grid
of 1.84 to 0.92 kHz. Lines were observed as two Doppler compo-
nents, due to the coaxial arrangement of the FP cavity and of the
supersonic jet. The frequency of the transitions were determined
as the arithmetic average of the frequencies of the two Doppler
components. For well resolved and isolated lines, the accuracy
of the measurements is estimated to 2 kHz. In the case of a con-
gested hyperfine structure, the accuracy may fall down to 4 kHz.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Spectra Analysis

The spectra of 2,4- and 2,6-DNT were assigned by scanning
around the frequencies predicted from the calculated rotational
constants (see Section 2.1). Low J values transitions were read-
ily found. Updated fits were used to predict the positions of new
transitions characterized by a higher J-value.

The rotational transitions of both 2,4- and 2,6-DNT display a
hyperfine structure resulting from nuclear quadrupole coupling
(NQC) at the two 14N nuclei. Transitions were assigned in terms
of rotational and hyperfine quantum numbers as J′K′aK′c

I′F ′ ←
J′′K′′a K′′c

I′′F ′′, corresponding to the coupling scheme I = I1 + I2 and
F = I+ J. The selection rules for the most intense lines being
∆F = ∆J, each rotational transition is split into up to 9 hyper-
fine components. Hyperfine patterns were fully resolved only in
a few cases, for low J values and / or when Ka ≈ J. Examples of
well resolved hyperfine structures are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.
Assignment of the hyperfine components was based on the hyper-
fine structure as simulated with the NQC constants computed at
the B98/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

For 2,4-DNT, 293 a- and b-type lines from J = 3 up to J = 19 and
Ka = 5 were assigned. In many cases, internal rotation splittings
could be observed. Fig. 4c shows a well resolved internal rotation
splitting for one of the hyperfine components of the 826 ← 717

transition. Preliminary analyses with the internal rotation ap-
proach of Section 2.2 were carried out for the assignment in terms
of A- and E-type torsional components. For 2,6-DNT, only b-type
lines are allowed due to its two-fold symmetry axis (see Fig. 2),
255 transitions were assigned from J = 3 up to J = 18 and Ka = 6.
No internal rotation splittings were observed. The experimental
frequencies of the measured transitions are listed in Tables S1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 Experimental microwave spectrum (a) for 753← 642 transition of
2,4-DNT, A-E splitting non-resolved; (b) 743← 634 transition of 2,6-DNT.
Doppler doublets have been assigned in terms of hyperfine quantum num-
bers as I′F ′← I′′F ′′; (c) An isolated hyperfine component of the 826← 717
transition of 2,4-DNT displaying a 15 kHz A-E splitting due to the internal
rotation of the methyl group, hyperfine structure non-resolved.

and S2 (ESI†) for respectively 2,4- and 2,6-DNT.

4.1.1 Semi-rigid Hamiltonian analysis

The transitions assigned for 2,4-DNT involving A-type torsional
levels and all the transitions assigned for 2,6-DNT were fitted us-
ing an asymmetric rotor Watson-type Hamiltonian set up in the
A-reduction and Ir representation. For both isomers, the rota-
tional energies and the hyperfine structure were accounted for
using the SPFIT/SPCAT programs of the CALPGM suite written
by Pickett.44,45 Due to the symmetric positions of the two 14N
nuclei in 2,6-DNT, their diagonal effective NQC constants were
constrained to be equal.

The spectroscopic parameters obtained for both isomers are re-
ported in Table 1. The experimental rotational constants are gen-
erally in good agreement with their calculated values retrieved in
Section 2.1; the discrepancies are at most 2%. Concerning the
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Table 1 Rotational and NQC constants of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT obtained from the MW fit described in Section 4.1.1 with SPFIT/SPCAT and
compared with quantum chemical calculations.

2,4-DNT 2,6-DNT
Parametera Experimentalb MP2 Dev. DFT Dev. Experimentalb MP2 Dev. DFT Dev.
A / MHz 1488.045103(221) 1498.78 0.72 1487.95 −0.01 1558.897175(90) 1555.57 −0.21 1577.02 1.16
B / MHz 549.027072(74) 549.44 0.08 551.11 0.38 583.559817(96) 588.59 0.86 581.33 −0.83
C / MHz 409.378468(37) 412.39 0.74 407.29 0.51 448.759347(54) 454.20 1.21 443.79 −1.11
∆J/ kHz 0.00709(46) 0.0075 0.0068 0.00979(44) 0.0001 0.0001
∆JK/ kHz 0.0077(33) 0.0065 0.0043 0.01357(181) 0.0001 0.0001
∆K/ kHz 0.0687(56) 0.10 0.08 0.06911(158) 0.07 0.05
δJ/ kHz 0.001583(213) 0.0018 0.0016 0.000898(234) 0.0011 0.0001
δK/ kHz 0.0289(40) 0.32 0.30 0.0412(50) 0.04 0.05
N1
χaa/MHz −0.5618(127) −0.195 −0.576 −0.7221(34) −0.371 −0.859
χbb/MHz −0.1715(32) 0.025 −0.428 0.1222(132) 0.177 −0.029
χcc/MHz 0.733(32) 0.170 1.005 0.5998(132) 0.193 0.888
N2
χaa/MHz −0.6763(113) −0.368 −0.958 −0.7221(34) d −0.371 −0.859
χbb/MHz 0.0484(33) 0.453 −0.227 0.1222(132) d 0.177 −0.029
χcc/MHz 0.6280(33) −0.086 1.185 0.5998(132) d 0.193 0.888
|µa|c / D y 1.30 1.51 n 0.00 0.00
|µb|c / D y 4.11 4.62 y 2.75 2.87
|µc|c / D n 0.20 0.17 n 0.33 0.23
σ f it / kHz 1.95 2.28
WRMS/unitless 0.90 0.92
Nlines 239 255

a A, B, C are the ground state rotational constants; ∆J to δK are the five quartic centrifugal distortion constants; χii the diagonal NQC constants; |µi| the permanent dipole
components; σ f it is the standard deviation of the fit; WRMS is the unitless weighted root-mean-square and Nlines are the number of transitions included in the fit.
b Numbers in parentheses are standard errors (1σ) in units of the last digit.
c y and n indicate if the x-type transitions are observed or not observed, respectively.
d Due to the C2v symmetry of 2,6-DNT, the quadrupole coupling constants of N2 were constrained to the values of N1 during the fitting procedure.
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NQC constants, large differences can be observed between those
computed using the DFT method (B98/cc-pVTZ) and the ab initio
(MP2/cc-pVTZ) values. This result is not unexpected since the
DFT method provides us with reliable values for NQC constants,
usually within a few % of their experimental values, and this
method is adopted when investigating hyperfine splittings in MW
spectra. Ab initio calculations tend to fail for accurately predict-
ing NQC constants in the case of a nitro group, as emphasized by
the present analysis and by our previous one about nitrotoluene
isomers.13,16

4.1.2 Internal rotation analysis

In this analysis, transitions of 2,4-DNT involving A- and E-type
torsional levels were fitted with the theoretical treatment of Sec-
tion 2.2. A total of 285 lines were reproduced with a unitless
standard deviation of 1.6, varying 12 spectroscopic parameters
reported in Table 2. As expected, the rotational constants in this
table agree quite well with those in Table 1 for 2,4-DNT; both sets
agree within 0.1 MHz. For the NQC constants, the agreement is
less satisfactory as, although the differences between both sets of
parameters are also on the order of 0.1 MHz, these parameters are
on the order of 0.5 MHz. The agreement is also less satisfactory
for distortion constants, but this is due to the fact that energies
are not computed using the same theoretical treatment. As em-
phasized by Table 2, the tunneling parameters h2 and φ2 could
be determined, but not θ2 which was constrained to its theoreti-
cal value (Section 2.2). The satisfactory agreement between the
theoretical (Section 2.2) and experimental values of φ2 indicates
that the IAM tunneling model well describes 2,4-DNT. The value
retrieved for h2 is negative as expected for the ground torsional
state. This value is consistent with an A-E tunneling splitting of
3|h2| = 87MHz. Although such a value far exceeds the experi-
mental resolution of the spectrometer used in this work, the line
splittings are nonetheless difficult to resolve because they depend
on the difference between the upper and lower levels tunneling
splitting. When the angular momentum due to the torsional mo-
tion is neglected, the tunneling splitting is given by Eqs. (9) which
is consistent with a constant level splitting and no line splitting.
As emphasized by Eqs. (5) and (6), a rotational dependence of
the tunneling splitting does take place and leads to the small line
splittings observed in this work. Solving the internal rotation
problem for 2,4-DNT,25,26 the observed value of the A-E split-
ting was found to be consistent with an experimental height of
524.7(120) cm−1 for the hindering potential barrier V3. This value
agrees reasonably well with that reported in Section 4.3. The
observed minus calculated table for the present analysis can be
found in Table S3 of the ESI†.

4.2 Molecular electrostatic surface potential

In order to understand the variations of the methyl group tor-
sional barrier V3 for mono- and dinitrotoluene isomers, molec-
ular electrostatic potentials mapped at the isosurface having an
electron density 0.001 eÅ−3 were calculated at the ωB97XD/6-
311+G(2df,2p) level of theory46–48 and created using Spartan
Software.49

The results in Section 4.1 and those reported in Ref. 13 reveal

Table 2 Spectroscopic parameters determined with the tunneling ap-
proach of Section 2.2 for 2,4-DNT.

Parametera Experimentalb Parametera Experimentalb

θ2 / ◦ 0.165b N1
φ2 / ◦ 89.928(7) χaa / MHz −0.686d

h2 / MHz −29.029(2700)c χbb / MHz −0.076(10)
χcc / MHz 0.754(10)

A / MHz 1488.045189(210)
B / MHz 549.026300(39) N2
C / MHz 409.378461(42) χaa / MHz −0.560d

χbb / MHz −0.047(12)
∆K / Hz 78.258(6500) χcc / MHz 0.605(9)
∆KJ / Hz 14.632(2300)
∆J / Hz 3.801(81) σfit / kHz 6.1

WRMSe 1.5
Nlines 197

aParameters are defined in Eqs. (3), (5), (6), and (10). The effective quadrupole
coupling tensor components χβ ,γ are equal to eQqβ ,γ .
bIn MHz except for θ2 and φ2 which are in degrees.
cConstrained value to those determined in Section 2.2.
d The value of h2 is consistent with a value of the hindering potential barrier V3 of
524.7(120) cm−1.
e Constrained values to have : χaa +χbb +χcc = 0.
f The weighted RMS is unitless.

that V3 is significantly lower in 2,4-DNT than in 2-NT, it decreases
from 563 cm−1 in the latter to 525 cm−1 in the former. This de-
crease by adding a second nitro group in para position highlights
the influence of an additional electronic effect (−NO2 resonance)
which seems to counterbalance the steric effect of the nitro group
in ortho position. With a higher V3 barrier expected for 2,6-DNT,
we can assume that if the second nitro group is also located in a
neighboring position of the −CH3, steric effects, which increase
the barrier height, become again dominant compared to the elec-
tronic effects. Knowledge of the electrophilic and nucleophilic
areas in explosive taggants, NT and DNT isomers, will help un-
derstand the variation of the torsional barrier height, as well as
their ability to interact with other molecules. The nitro group has
a strong electron-withdrawing inductive effect (-I). This effect is
highlighted in Fig. 5 where molecular electrostatic potential sur-
faces are shown for the three isomers of NT and the two isomers
of DNT. The presence of the second nitro moiety in DNT isomers
modifies the electronic distribution and affects the electronic den-
sity of the benzene rings, making them nucleophilic. Indeed, the
additional −NO2 group in the two DNT isomers further depletes
the electronic density of the benzene ring. If we compare 2-NT
and 2,4-DNT (Fig. 5 (a) and (d)), in the vicinity of the methyl
group, the steric effect may be assumed equivalent but the higher
electronic density in the ring of 2-NT increases the hindering bar-
rier height. Comparing the two DNT isomers (Fig. 5 (d) and (e)),
the electronic density is slightly lower in the 2,6-DNT ring but the
steric effects are accentuated with the two −NO2 groups on both
sides of the methyl group.

4.3 Dynamic interaction of functional groups
An accurate evaluation of the methyl group torsional potential
energy function (PEF) in 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT requires account-
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Figure 5 Molecular electrostatic potentials calculated at the ωB97XD/6-311+G(2df,2p) level of theory for three mononitrotoluene isomers and two
dinitrotoluene isomers.

ing for the interaction between the −CH3 and −NO2 functional
groups because of their immediate proximity. Following the same
procedure as for nitrotoluenes,13 two dimensional potential en-
ergy surfaces (2-D PES) were calculated at the B98/cc-pVTZ level
of theory and parameterized in terms of the −CH3 and −NO2
groups dihedral angles, all other geometrical parameters being
optimized at each step.50 In these calculations, a minimal de-
scription in which these angles span respectively a 120◦ and a 180◦

angular range was first obtained. A full description was retrieved
afterwards using the 3- and 2-fold symmetry of these groups. The
DFT energy points were fitted to a 2-D trigonometric expension
written in terms of sines and cosines of the two dihedral angles.
This expansion was used to search for the stationnary points and
for the minimum energy paths (MEP). In the high barrier limit,
the latters provide us with information about the energy level di-
agram of the molecule since it tunnels along these paths when
connecting two minima of the potential energy surface.51

4.3.1 2,4-DNT

For the 2-D PES of 2,4-DNT, 898 points were calculated and fit-
ted to the trigonometric expansion using 23 parameters. The
DFT energies were reproduced with a root mean square devia-
tion of 8.1 cm−1. Fig. 6 shows the 2-D PES along the −CH3 and
−NO2 torsional angles α and τ1. The surface displays 6 equiva-
lent minima occuring in pairs. Theses pairs are identified by n,
with 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, and consist of two close lying minima character-
ized by α = (n−1)120±12◦ and τ1 =±24◦. The barrier height be-
tween minima of the same pair is 60 cm−1. The geometry of these
minima is similar to those of 2-NT where the “twisted” equilib-
rium geometry of both groups also leads to C1 equilibrium config-
urations with no symmetry plane.13 3 local maxima and 6 saddle
points can also be seen in the surface as well as two MEP labeled

I and II. The geometries of the minima, stationary points, and lo-
cal maxima are illustrated in Figs. S7 to S9 of the ESI†. MEP I
(MEP II) connects the surface minima and the S saddle points
with τ1 > 0 (τ1 < 0). Cuts of the 2-D PES along the MEP yield the
PEF and the torsional angle τ1 as a function of α. Both PEF are
plotted in Fig. 7 which emphasizes that they display 120◦ period-
icity, but are not even functions of α. The barrier height between
minima is 563 cm−1. Fig. 6 emphasizes that along MEP I, τ1 varies
slowly between 24◦ at the minima and 40◦ at the saddle points S.
For MEP II, these values should be changed into their negative. A
cut of the surface along the tunneling motion connecting the two
minima of Pair 1 is shown in Fig. S14 of the ESI†. The height of
the barrier between the two minima is as expected 60 cm−1.

The barrier height retrieved from the 1-D model of Section 2.2
cannot be compared to that retrieved from the MEP of the present
2-D surface because this surface, characterized by shallow min-
ima, does not correspond to the high barrier limit. As already
stressed, the barrier height between minima belonging to the
same pair has a low value of only 60 cm−1. A PEF for the −CH3
torsion was computed using an alternative adiabatic approach
where the Schrödinger equation for the −NO2 torsion was solved
for each value of the torsional angle α. The results are shown
in Fig. 7 displaying the variations with α of the lowest eigen-
value. A PEF with 120◦ periodicity which is an even function of α

arises. The barrier height, slightly lower than with MEP I and II,
is 515 cm−1. The fast variations observed near α = 60◦, 180◦, and
300◦ are due to avoided crossings.

4.3.2 2,6-DNT

In 2,6-DNT, the vibrational dynamics is more complicated since
we have a 3-D PES depending on the −CH3 and −NO2 groups
dihedral angles α, τ1, and τ2. A thorough investigation of this
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Figure 6 2-D PES of 2,4-DNT calculated at the B98/cc-pVTZ level of
theory along the −CH3 and −NO2 torsional angles α and τ1, respec-
tively. The relative energy ranges from 0 to 1110 cm−1. Contour lines
corresponding to equally spaced energy values from 55 to 1054 cm−1 are
shown. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 label the three pairs of equivalent minima;
m is a local maximum; S is a saddle point. Two MEP are drawn using
dotted lines and identified with I and II.

Figure 7 PEF in cm−1 as a function of α obtained for 2,4-DNT. The
lower panel shows the PEF corresponding to MEP I and II of the surface
in Fig. 6. The upper panel shows the PEF calculated from the same
surface, but with the adiabatic approach.

surface is beyond the scope of the present paper. Instead, two
2-D surfaces were studied reducing the 3-D problem to a 2-D one.

In the first surface, the angles τ1 and τ2 were constrained to
fulfill the relation τ1 = −τ2. 958 DFT points were calculated and
fitted to the trigonometric expansion with an RMS of 15.1 cm−1,
using 77 parameters. The surface, shown in Fig. 8, displays 6
minima numbered 1 through 6. For minima 1 to 3, α is 90◦, 210◦,
and 330◦, and τ1 = 38◦; and for minima 4 to 6, α is shifted by 60◦

and τ1 is changed into its negative value. The surface is qualita-
tively similar to that in Fig. 3 for the strong steric hinderence limit
as they both exhibit the same stationnary points. The geometries
of the minima, stationary points, and maxima of the present sur-
face are illustrated in Figs. S10 to S12 of the ESI†. The present
surface displays two MEP, identified by I and II, which are al-
most horizontal. The PEF along MEP I is plotted in Fig. 9 and we
have a three-fold symmetry potential with a barrier height V3 of
698 cm−1. Fig. 8 corresponds to the high barrier limit as potential

barriers ranging from 698 to 1600 cm−1 arise between minima.
The energy levels of 2,6-DNT can, therefore, be well described
assuming a torsional motion of the methyl group hindered by a
3-fold symmetry potential. A value of τ1 = −τ2 = 38◦ ensures
that the oxygen atoms of the NO2 groups which are the closest
to the methyl group remain far away from that group. There is
little adjustment of either NO2 group when the methy group ro-
tates, as confirmed by nearly straight MEP’s. A cut of the surface
along the tunneling motion connecting minima 1 and 4 is shown
in Fig. S15 of the ESI† and the barrier arising between each min-
ima displays a height of 1600 cm−1. The oxygen atoms of the NO2
groups which are the closest to the methyl group always stay on
the same side of the phenyl ring symmetry plane because going
on the other side requires overcoming the 1600 cm−1 high barrier.

The second surface is a relaxed one where the energy was min-
imized with respect to τ2 for each value of α and τ1. The 919 DFT
points thus found were fitted to the trigonometric expansion with
an RMS of 7.7 cm−1, using 77 parameters. The surface is shown
in Fig. 10 and it can be seen that the region with 10◦ ≤ τ1 ≤ 90◦ is
quite analogous to the same region in the previous surface (Fig. 8)
while the region with −90◦ ≤ τ1 ≤ 10◦ is not. This stems from the
fact that in the former region the quantum chemical calculations
yields a negative τ2 such that τ1 ∼ −τ2; in the latter region this
approximate relation no longer holds because the quantum chem-
ical calculations still yields a negative value for this torsional an-
gle. The PEF along the only MEP arising with the present surface
is plotted in Fig. 9 and barely differs from the PEF along MEP I
of the previous surface. Both PEF are consistent with a barrier
height V3 = 698cm−1. The geometry of the minima and stationary
points of the relaxed surface are quite similar to those of the pre-
vious surface. The geometries of the maxima are not and those
obtained with the present surface are shown in Fig. S13 of the
ESI†.

Figure 8 2-D PES of 2,6-DNT calculated at the B98/cc-pVTZ level of
theory along the −CH3 and −NO2 torsional angles α and τ1(= −τ2),
respectively. The relative energy ranges from 0 to 1600 cm−1. Contour
lines corresponding to equally spaced energy values from 80 to 1520 cm−1

are shown. Numbers 1 to 6 label the six energetically equivalent minima;
M is the surface maximum; S is a saddle point. Two MEP are drawn
using dotted lines and identified with I and II.
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Figure 9 PEF in cm−1 of 2,6-DNT as a function of α obtained from
2-D surfaces. Solid lines are used for the PEF arising from the surface
computed with the constraint τ1 =−τ2 shown in Fig. 8. Dotted lines are
used for the relaxed surface shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10 Relaxed 2-D PES of 2,6-DNT calculated at the B98/cc-pVTZ
level of theory along the −CH3 and −NO2 torsional angles α and τ1,
respectively. The energy is minimized with respect to the torsional angle
τ2. The relative energy ranges from 0 to 1150 cm−1. Contour lines cor-
responding to equally spaced energy values from 57.5 to 1092.5 cm−1 are
shown. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 label the three minima; M is the maximum;
S is a saddle point. The MEP is drawn using dotted lines.

5 Conclusion
The microwave spectra of the 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT isomers of
dinitrotoluene were recorded using an FP-FTMW spectrometer al-
lowing us to measure several hundred lines for each species. Due
to their very low vapor pressure at room temperature, to record
a spectrum in a static cell experiment represents a challenge. In
agreement with DFT and ab initio calculations, both species dis-
play internal rotation of their −CH3 methyl group coupled to that
of the −NO2 groups. According to B98/cc-pVTZ calculations, the
height of the barriers hindering the methyl group internal rotation
were found to be 515 and 698 cm−1 for 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT, re-
spectively. For 2,4-DNT, the fact that the barrier is smaller than
in 2-NT could be qualitatively understood in Section 4.3 compar-
ing molecular electronic surface potentials. The higher barrier
obtained for 2,6-DNT than for 2,4-DNT is due to steric hindrance
effects from both −NO2 groups and it was shown qualitatively in
Section 2.1 that these effects alter the nature of the internal rota-
tion hindering potential from the expected 6-fold symmetry to a
3-fold symmetry. These results were numerically substantiated in
Section 4.3.2.

The measurements are consistent with the calculated torsional
barrier heights since A-E internal rotation splittings could be ob-
served for 2,4-DNT but not for 2,6-DNT. The observed frequencies

of both species were first fitted using a semi rigid rotator Hamilto-
nian including hyperfine splittings due to the nuclear quadrupole
coupling from both nitrogen atoms. In a subsequent analysis,
the transitions of 2,4-DNT only were fitted using an approach ac-
counting for the methyl group internal rotation and A- and E-type
lines were included in the data set. This second analysis allowed
us to retrieve an accurate value of the rotationless A-E tunneling
splitting which could be extracted from the rotational dependence
of the tunneling splitting. This observed value allowed us to re-
trieve an experimental value of 525 cm−1 for the internal rota-
tion barrier height which compares favorably with the calculated
value.

The spectroscopic parameters fitted to the FP-FTMW experi-
mental frequencies will allow us to build room-temperature rota-
tional line lists in the mm-wave spectral domain. An intra-cavity
mm-wave spectrometer is presently being built thanks to recent
technological development at the Laboratory of Physical Chem-
istry of the Atmosphere (LPCA) allowing Cavity Enhanced Absorp-
tion Spectroscopy (CEAS)52 and Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy
(CRDS)53 in the terahertz spectral domain. This spectrometer,
shown in Refs. 13,16 to have a sensitivity sufficient to measure
room-temperature mononitroluene in the mm-wave domain, will
be applied to the detection of the even less volatile DNT species
thanks to the results of the present investigation.
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